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Introduction

Spaces of Freedom in North America

damian alan Pargas

On the Fourth of July 1825, most white residents of Washington, D.C., 
celebrated the anniversary of their freedom and independence from 
Great Britain with parades, elaborate theater productions, and other 
amusements that included a “GRAND OLIO of Song, Dance, and 
Recitation” and “a GRAND SCROLL DANCE by the Corps de Bal-
let.” At the same time, dozens of enslaved people from the surround-
ing farm districts of Maryland and Virginia were making their own 
attempts to secure freedom and independence from a life of bond-
age. The Daily National Intelligencer printed no less than ten runaway 
slave advertisements that day—some of them for groups and even en-
tire families—a significant number for any single issue. The presumed 
whereabouts of the runaways ran the full gamut of possible destina-
tions, illuminating the complicated geography of slavery and freedom 
that existed throughout the continent.
 Some runaways, for example, were explicitly presumed to be dis-
guising their visibility as slaves and attempting to pass for free, even 
while remaining within the slaveholding South. Indeed, three were 
supposedly posing as whites. Granderson, a twenty-three-year-old car-
penter who was described as “remarkably white for a slave, and might 
be readily taken for a white man,” had absconded with the intention 
“doubtless to pass as a free man” and practice his trade right in Wash-
ington. Two brothers named Rezin and Harry (eighteen and sixteen 
years old, respectively), who were also “of so bright a complexion, that 
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2   ·   Damian Alan Pargas

they would hardly be taken for mulattoes,” were likewise suspected of 
lurking about the city and passing for white. Even runaways with a dark 
complexion could hope to disguise their visibility as slaves in Washing-
ton, which in the antebellum period had a sizable free black population 
that at times outnumbered the slave population by as much as four to 
one. Tom, a local bondsman and a skilled wagoner, was presumed to be 
passing himself off as a free black in the city, where he would “probably 
offer his services.” Others like him were described as having changed 
their names and run off “with forged papers” to live among the free 
blacks of the District.1

 Predictably, a handful of freedom seekers had safer territory in mind. 
With the Pennsylvania border a mere sixty miles north of Washington 
as the crow flies, free soil seemed tantalizingly close to bondspeople 
living in the capital region. Daniel, Moses, and Scipio, all between 
the ages of twenty-five and thirty, were suspected of having “obtained 
[forged] passes” to travel “out of the States of Virginia, Maryland, and 
the District of Columbia” to a northern free state. Another bondsman 
named George was also thought to be making his way north, his mas-
ter so baffled by the flight of his “most industrious and faithful field 
hand” that he concluded that his slave “must have been decoyed off” 
by somebody who had provided him with a false pass. To some run-
aways, however, even the northern states—where federal laws allowed 
for southern masters to reclaim their fugitive slaves and drag them back 
to the South—did not seem quite safe enough. One entire family con-
sisting of an enslaved carpenter named Ben, his three daughters, and 
his son-in-law—all from Stafford County, Virginia—executed a daring 
attempt to leave the United States altogether and make for free terri-
tory elsewhere in the hemisphere. The group reportedly fled to Wash-
ington with forged free papers, having told friends that they intended 
to board a vessel bound for the Caribbean because they wanted “to go 
to St. Domingo,” where slavery had not only been abolished but where 
the government also promised asylum and citizenship to all runaway 
slaves who reached its shores. Their secret plans had somehow become 
known to their master, but the other slaves who were advertised as 
missing on that Fourth of July slipped away more quietly and left no 
trace of their intentions or possible whereabouts; their masters pre-
sumed them to be either hiding out in Washington or making their way 
to a free state—it was anybody’s guess.2
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Introduction: Spaces of Freedom in North America   ·   3

 What is so striking about these advertisements is that the presumed 
destinations of the runaway slaves were so diverse. They included 
places where slavery had been abolished (such as the northern states 
and Haiti) and places where it still existed (such as Washington). From 
the perspective of enslaved people seeking to flee bondage in the ante-
bellum South, in other words, freedom in one form or another could 
be found in a wide variety of geographical, political, and social settings. 
Freedom could be forged in the north, south, east, or west; it could be 
reached by crossing political borders or by remaining within the bor-
ders of the slaveholding territories; it could be attained by disguising 
one’s true identity or by openly claiming asylum. Different destinations 
required different strategies of absconding, and no place constituted 
an ideal destination for runaway slaves, but, however imperfect, North 
America in the decades preceding the Civil War provided enslaved peo-
ple with various spaces to which they could flee to try to escape slavery.
 The essays in this volume examine the experiences of permanent 
runaway slaves—those who had no intention of returning to their mas-
ters—in various settings in North America during a period of impor-
tant structural transitions. Throughout the Americas, the geography 
of slavery and freedom was radically and irrevocably transformed in 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. For many African 
Americans, it was an age of emancipation. Whereas prior to the Ameri-
can Revolution human bondage was legally sanctioned and rarely ques-
tioned in every part of the hemisphere, the last quarter of the eighteenth 
century witnessed what Steven Hahn has called a “deepening crisis 
of slave regimes” as growing moral doubts about slaveholding among 
Quakers and Protestant evangelicals dovetailed with economic and in-
tellectual challenges to the institution’s perceived inefficiency, social 
undesirability, and political unsustainability among prominent thinkers 
in Europe and America.3 Transatlantic discourses in the age of revolu-
tions had a profound effect upon slavery in the New World, ultimately 
leading to the legal abolition of the transatlantic slave trade and of slav-
ery itself in various parts of the Americas. Moreover, this period wit-
nessed a spike in individual manumissions and self-purchase schemes 
by slaveholders who for ideological or financial reasons struggled with 
the idea of keeping some or all of their bondspeople enslaved for life, 
which resulted in the emergence or bolstering of free black communi-
ties within slaveholding territories (especially in urban areas). In short, 
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4   ·   Damian Alan Pargas

significant numbers of black people in the Atlantic world legally exited 
slavery in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.4

 Yet for countless other African Americans it was an age of what Dale 
Tomich has called “the second slavery,” a period of intensification of 
slavery in regions such as the American South, Brazil, and Cuba. In-
deed, the entrenchment of slavery, even as antislavery scored its first 
victories, constituted one of the great paradoxes of the Atlantic world. 
While some parts of the Americas saw their free black populations 
considerably augmented, others devolved into “freedom’s mirror,” as 
Ada Ferrer recently put it. For those still enslaved, the changing land-
scape of slavery and freedom provided new opportunities to escape 
and therefore gave rise to waves of asylum-based migration as droves 
of slave refugees crossed into geographic spaces and places that con-
stituted sites of formal freedom (where slavery was abolished accord-
ing to “free-soil” principles, such as Haiti) or informal freedom (regions 
within slaveholding territories, especially urban areas, where slaves at-
tempted to escape by blending in with newly augmented free black 
populations).5

 In North America, the geography of slavery and freedom that 
emerged in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries was even 
more complicated as it included sites of formal, semiformal, and in-
formal freedom for fugitive slaves. The northern United States, Brit-
ish Canada, and Mexico all abolished slavery between 1777 and 1834. 
Yet only in British Canada and Mexico did spaces of formal freedom—
eventually—emerge on paper (although in practice the meanings and 
security of this freedom were contested in a multitude of ways). And 
even there the shift to free soil was protracted and wrought with incon-
sistencies. For example, the legislature of Upper Canada passed An Act 
to Prevent the Further Introduction of Slaves and to Limit the Term of 
Contracts for Servitude within this Province in 1793, nobly declaring 
it “unjust that a people who enjoy Freedom by Law should encourage 
the introduction of Slaves” and “highly expedient to abolish Slavery 
in this Province, so far as the same may gradually be done without 
violating private property.” Yet the law fell short of fully abolishing slav-
ery outright, merely decreeing that no new slaves could be imported 
or brought into the province and that children born to slave mothers 
would be freed at age twenty-five. According to the act, those already 
enslaved would remain so for life. Subsequent legislation hastened the 
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transition to freedom in the province, and the dominion went to great 
lengths not to extradite fugitive slaves from the United States, but it 
would take until the final abolition of slavery throughout the British 
Empire in 1834 for bondage in all of Canada to end definitively. The 
development of an independence movement in early-nineteenth-cen-
tury Mexico, meanwhile, also took place in a revolutionary atmosphere 
hostile to slavery, with the movement’s founding document—Father 
Hidalgo’s Grito de Dolores (1810)—explicitly calling for the eradica-
tion of bondage throughout New Spain. But there, too, the transition 
to freedom was a painfully slow and nonlinear process. Upon achiev-
ing independence in 1821, Mexico continued to experience political 
struggles between various pro- and antislavery factions, which brought 
about a series of confusing and often contradictory decrees regarding 
the legality of the institution, but the central government nevertheless 
ordered unequivocally in 1823 that all slave children under the age of 
fourteen be emancipated, and on September 15, 1829, President Vi-
cente Guerrero formally abolished slavery outright, announcing in the 
simplest and most unambiguous terms possible: “Queda abolida la es-
clavitud en la República” (“Slavery in the Republic is abolished”), and 
“Son consiguiente libres los que hasta hoy se habian considerado como 
esclavos” (“Those who until today were considered slaves are hereafter 
free”). By the 1830s both Canada and Mexico had become spaces of 
unconditional formal freedom, where runaway slaves were theoretically 
safe from extradition and reenslavement, at least on paper. (In practice, 
illegal border raids in the Texas borderlands made recapture a possibil-
ity for fugitive slaves in northern Mexico).6

 In the northern United States, state-level abolition—what schol-
ars have dubbed the “First Emancipation”—was achieved through a 
complicated maze of constitutional clauses, court verdicts, and gradual 
emancipation acts. With the notable exceptions of Vermont and Massa-
chusetts, most northern states abolished slavery in the same protracted 
manner that Canada and Mexico did, and, like both of those countries, 
most had to eventually pass subsequent legislation to definitively end 
the institution. The northern transition to free soil, which began with 
Vermont in 1777, was virtually set in stone by 1804, however, when all 
states and territories north of the Mason–Dixon line and Ohio River—
including the federal Northwest Territory—had either prohibited 
slavery or enacted gradual abolition acts. By the early decades of the 
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nineteenth century, slaves were all but absent in the North. Unlike in 
Canada and Mexico, however, northern legislation against slavery was 
theoretically curtailed by overarching federal fugitive slave laws—em-
bedded in Article IV of the United States Constitution and reaffirmed 
in the Fugitive Slave Acts of 1793 and 1850—that upheld the rights of 
slaveholders to recover their runaway slaves. Although northern rep-
resentatives to the federal government specifically supported federal 
fugitive slave laws (especially those of the Constitution and of 1793), 
ordinary citizens and local authorities often felt that federal laws forced 
them to accept slavery in their midst, and as the rift over slavery grew 
wider in the antebellum period many northern communities went to 
great lengths to prevent the recapture of runaway slaves. Indeed, most 
northern state legislatures attempted to safeguard the refugees within 
their jurisdictions by passing various “personal liberty laws” that re-
quired jury trials for fugitive slave cases and placed the burden of proof 
on slave catchers. After the deeply unpopular Fugitive Slave Law of 
1850 some went so far as to prohibit state officials from complying with 
federal authorities in such instances, and Wisconsin even attempted to 
nullify the law altogether. Abolitionist organizations, meanwhile, made 
a point of harboring fugitive slaves and helping them to reach sites of 
formal freedom in Canada. These actions certainly helped to protect 
runaway slaves from reenslavement, but they were still a far cry from 
full legal immunity from extradition. Sites of freedom for fugitive slaves 
in the northern states therefore remained semiformal: refugees found 
themselves theoretically on free soil, but their claims to freedom from 
reenslavement remained precarious at best and often contested in the 
courts.7

 Meanwhile, sites of informal freedom for fugitive slaves emerged 
within the slaveholding South itself after a wave of individual manumis-
sions in the (post-)revolutionary and early federal periods—especially 
between 1790 and 1810—bolstered free black populations in count-
less towns and cities across the region, attracting innumerable run-
aways who attempted to escape their masters by getting lost in the 
crowd and passing for free. The same revolutionary climate that re-
sulted in the abolition of slavery in the northern states also convinced 
many southern lawmakers to open the doors of freedom—if ever so 
slightly—for enslaved people by enacting legislation that greatly fa-
cilitated and even encouraged manumissions. Virginia’s manumission 
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law of 1782—passed in an era of not only revolutionary fervor but 
also declining tobacco productivity and a growing pessimism in the 
future of slavery—provides an illustrative case in point. While it did 
not abolish slavery itself (although abolition was proposed by some 
lawmakers), the Act to Authorize the Manumission of Slaves neverthe-
less simplified the freeing of bondspeople under the age of forty-five 
held by slaveholders of the revolutionary generation who wished to 
bestow this “privilege” upon their slaves. The act specified that “it shall 
hereafter be lawful for any person, by his or her last will and testament, 
or by any other instrument in writing . . . to emancipate and set free, 
his or her slaves, or any of them, who shall thereupon be entirely and 
fully discharged from the performance of any contract entered into 
during servitude, and enjoy as full freedom as if they had been particu-
larly named and freed by this act.”8 Considering that Virginia was the 
largest slave state, and one where manumissions had theretofore been 
very difficult to get approval for (only the governor could approve a 
manumission request, and then only for “meritous service”), the act 
of 1782 certainly seemed to usher in a change in course. Although 
strongly opposed by many white residents and largely reversed in the 
early nineteenth century, it was a piece of legislation that more than a 
few Virginia slaveholders made use of in the three decades subsequent 
to its passage. Whereas before 1782 less than 1 percent of Virginia’s 
African American population was free, by 1790 free blacks accounted 
for 4.2 percent of the total, and by 1810 they had reached 7.2 percent, 
surging in absolute numbers from 1,800 to 30,570 in less than thirty 
years. The number of free blacks living in the port town of Alexandria 
alone grew from 52 in 1790 to 1,168 in 1820—Richmond, Petersburg, 
and Norfolk showed proportionally similar trends.9

 Throughout the Upper South more than 10 percent of African 
Americans were classified as free by 1810, many of them concentrated 
in cities such as Baltimore, Washington, and Richmond. In the Lower 
South the number of free blacks increased less dramatically—from 1.6 
percent of the black population in 1790 to 3.9 percent in 1810—but 
enough to significantly augment the free black populations of places 
like Charleston, New Orleans, and countless smaller towns across the 
southern states. This wave of manumissions at the turn of the nine-
teenth century “provided the basis for the South’s free black popula-
tion in the antebellum period,” as Peter Kolchin has argued, for after 
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1810—as the revolutionary fervor died out and the South became more 
openly committed to slavery—manumission became much more dif-
ficult, and relatively few slaves were freed.10

 Indeed, in the South as a whole, the institution of slavery continued 
to grow at a feverish pace between the American Revolution and the 
Civil War, following the expansion of cotton into the southern interior 
and generating a lucrative domestic slave trade that washed almost a 
million American-born slaves from the Upper South and eastern sea-
board to the Deep South, tearing families and communities apart in its 
wake. The more entrenched bondage became in the American South 
during the era of the second slavery, the more determined some slaves 
became to flee captivity altogether, enticed by the prospect of free-
dom in various geographical settings. The border regions of the North, 
Canada, and Mexico as well as urban free black communities within 
the South became the destinations of thousands of runaways. Various 
spaces and places throughout the continent teemed with freedom seek-
ers looking to escape slavery.11

 Running away from slavery was of course nothing new in antebel-
lum America; the endemic slave flight that characterized black resis-
tance in the age of the second slavery indeed built upon strategies of 
absconding that were originally established in the colonial period. Long 
before the first states moved to facilitate manumission or abolish slav-
ery, enslaved people in North America tried to escape bondage when-
ever they were presented with opportunities to do so. Sites of formal 
freedom were absent, but sanctuary spaces and places did exist where 
daring refugees from bondage could (and did) attempt to carve out 
lives of informal and even semiformal freedom for themselves and their 
loved ones. Three strategies in particular were employed, all of which 
were extremely risky and only seldom successful on a long-term basis. 
Whatever their shortcomings, however, they established a culture of 
seeking, creating, and even forcing sanctuary spaces that would later 
more widely be employed—in a changed landscape of slavery and free-
dom—in the nineteenth century.
 The first two strategies entailed fleeing to sites of informal freedom. 
First, runaway slaves practiced wilderness marronage, hiding out in 
forests, swamps, and other sparsely settled areas. The Great Dismal 
Swamp in southern Virginia alone was thought to harbor hundreds of 
runaway slaves, to the great consternation of local slaveholders and 
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colonial authorities, who often enlisted the help of the state militia to 
raid maroon settlements and recover their human property. Colonial 
authorities up and down the Atlantic seaboard faced similar challenges, 
as wilderness areas, mountain ranges, and swamps from New York to 
South Carolina provided refuge for untold numbers of fugitives.12 
Second, runaway slaves in colonial America concealed themselves in 
urban areas or even attempted to pass for free in towns that already 
had free black populations, again clandestinely navigating sites of in-
formal freedom. Ad hoc manumissions in the seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries had created small clusters of free black commu-
nities throughout the colonies, even in the southern colonies where 
manumissions were legally most circumscribed. Their numbers were 
tiny: on the eve of the Revolution, free blacks composed less than 5 
percent of the entire black population in the colonies, but their com-
munities nevertheless served as beacons of freedom to some daring 
runaway slaves.13

 Finally, enslaved people in colonial America took advantage of tem-
porary wartime situations and geopolitical conflicts to flee to their mas-
ters’ enemies. More specifically, they sought asylum in Spanish Florida, 
with local indigenous communities, and—to enter the revolutionary 
era itself—behind British lines and in British-occupied territories dur-
ing the American Revolution. In these sites of semiformal freedom, 
runaways clearly pressed for—and were often granted—protection 
from extradition and reenslavement, but there were no guarantees. 
The official status of slave refugees in such theaters of conflict was in-
deed usually conditional, ambiguous, and unclear. For example, Span-
ish Florida—itself a society with slaves—promised asylum to runaway 
slaves from the British colonies as early as 1687 upon the condition that 
the refugees convert to the “True Faith.” But uncertainties regarding 
the correct interpretation of royal policy led to some runaways remain-
ing enslaved or even being sold abroad. In a notorious example, Gover-
nor Antonio de Benavides sold a group of newly arrived fugitive slaves 
at public auction in 1725 because South Carolina slaveholders were 
threatening to come and reclaim them by force, and when he wrote to 
Spain to inquire if the slaves were entitled to sanctuary no reply was 
forthcoming.14 Likewise, fleeing to Native American communities of-
fered no guarantees of protection; some Native Americans willingly 
harbored runaway slaves in the colonial period, but others returned 
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slaves to their masters or even killed them, depending on their relations 
with local white authorities. The Creek even signed a treaty with the 
governor of South Carolina in 1721 in which they promised to appre-
hend and return “any Negro or other Slave which shall run away from 
any English Settlements to our Nation.”15 And although the British 
famously granted freedom to runaway slaves who enlisted in the king’s 
cause during the American Revolution—and subsequently evacuated 
thousands of African American refugees following capitulation—they 
were unable and unwilling to help all those who sought protection. As 
Sylvia Frey has argued, the British were never genuinely committed to 
liberation for slaves during the Revolution—their wartime policy con-
stituted at best a “selective offer of freedom” that was designed to meet 
their specific manpower needs and help suppress the rebellion.16

 In all of these cases freedom was (vaguely) promised to fugitive 
slaves purely as a matter of geopolitical expediency and not as a matter 
of ideological or moral principle. Even in Spanish Florida, where the 
policy of protecting slaves who ran away from the English colonies was 
publicly justified on religious and humanitarian grounds, the idea was 
mainly to attract a much-needed source of labor (both military and 
civil) and to populate the border with mortal enemies of the English 
colonists on the other side. What changed in the wake of the American 
Revolution, and in the age of revolutions more broadly, was a struc-
tural reordering of the geography of slavery and freedom that provided 
enslaved people who wished to permanently escape bondage with a 
greatly expanded realm of opportunities to do so. Crucially, this re-
ordering was ideologically motivated and permanent, thereby greatly 
enhancing runaway slaves’ chances of success. Colonial strategies of 
running away of course did not disappear—marronage continued to 
be employed by some, and the War of 1812 provided a repeat scenario 
of British promises of freedom and subsequent evacuations of slave 
refugees from the Chesapeake—but most enslaved people who sought 
to flee the antebellum South did so by exploiting the changing social 
and political landscape and fleeing to various spaces of freedom.17

 The last few years have witnessed a surge in academic interest in 
the experiences of runaway slaves, with a number of recent publica-
tions garnering widespread acclaim among historians of American slav-
ery. Much of this new scholarship focuses on the traditional northern 
routes to sites of formal and semiformal freedom (although they do 
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not employ those terms) as well as the abolitionist networks that as-
sisted fugitive slaves in those regions. Sydney Nathans’ To Free a Family 
(2013) and Eric Foner’s latest book Gateway to Freedom (2015) stand 
out in particular for their meticulous research on these themes. But 
historians are also intensifying their examination of runaway slaves who 
attempted to attain freedom by fleeing southward, including into Mex-
ico and the British Caribbean. Scholars such as Andrew Torget, Sarah 
Cornell, James David Nichols, and Mekala Audain are pioneering new 
perspectives on how fugitive slaves pursued and navigated freedom 
in the Texas–Mexico borderlands, and Matthew Clavin’s recent book 
Aiming for Pensacola (2015) constitutes a watershed in understanding 
how southern port towns served as “gateways to freedom” for runaway 
slaves who wished to undertake escape attempts to the Bahamas and 
elsewhere in the Caribbean.18

 By contrast, runaway slaves who sought to escape bondage by living 
clandestine lives of informal freedom within the slaveholding South 
remain relatively understudied. Yet a handful of historians are not only 
revisiting this group but also beginning to challenge the traditional view 
that such fugitives consisted mainly of truants or outliers, as has often 
been argued in standard works such as John Hope Franklin and Lo-
ren Schweninger’s Runaway Slaves (1999). Sylviane Diouf, for one, 
forcefully argues in her book Slavery’s Exiles (2014) that many of the 
“borderland maroons” of the antebellum South were in fact permanent 
freedom seekers, and my own research has come to the same conclu-
sion for runaways who attempted to pass for free in antebellum south-
ern cities.19

 What these pioneering studies collectively reveal is that slave flight 
in the age of the second slavery was a truly continental phenomenon. 
As various spaces of freedom opened up throughout North America, 
enslaved people in the antebellum South sought to escape slavery by 
fleeing in every possible direction. Time and space were intrinsically 
interlinked with the various flows of slave flight, with British Canada 
increasingly becoming a beacon of freedom with the passage of the 
1850 Fugitive Slave Law in the United States, with Texas and Mexico 
attracting more and more runaways after Mexican abolition in the 
1829, with southern cities concealing increasing numbers of fugitive 
slaves as urban free black populations grew ever larger and as the do-
mestic slave trade increasingly wrought havoc on slave communities, 
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and with northern border states such as Pennsylvania receiving dispro-
portionate numbers of slave refugees as they completed their transition 
from slavery to freedom in the early nineteenth century. Not only did 
these spaces of freedom emerge at different times but the meanings 
of freedom within these spaces changed over time as well—the status 
of fugitive slaves in the northern United States was always vulnerable 
and made significantly more so after 1850, for example, while that of 
slave refugees in British Canada evolved in the opposite direction as 
the British became more devoted to abolition. This complicates our 
understanding of the geography of slavery and freedom in the period 
between the American Revolution and the outbreak of the U.S. Civil 
War. The need to “reroute” and reconceptualize the geography of free-
dom in America during the age of slavery, as Rachel Adams has argued, 
constitutes a poignant gap in the historiography and is long overdue.20

 The innovative character of Fugitive Slaves and Spaces of Freedom 
in North America lies in two specific methodological elements. First, 
it offers a new typology for understanding the changing geography of 
slavery and freedom in North America. This volume is the first book 
on slave refugees in the Americas to make a conceptual distinction 
between spaces of formal, semiformal, and informal freedom. This ty-
pology does not pretend to be static or absolute but rather encourages 
scholars to rethink how various legal regimes affected the nature of 
slave flight in the era of the second slavery. The contributions in this 
volume examine themes such as slaves’ motivations for choosing vari-
ous sites of freedom, their status and the ways in which they navigated 
these types of freedom, the networks that assisted them, and the inter-
connectedness of different spaces of freedom. And, second, this volume 
is first of its kind to provide a truly continental perspective of fugitive 
slave migration in the antebellum period. It includes not only the latest 
scholarship on runaway slaves in the “traditional” North–South axis 
but also in the Mexican borderlands, urban environments within the 
South, and even the British Bahamas. As such, it moves away from nar-
rower national and regional paradigms of analysis.
 The volume is largely structured geographically, but it begins with a 
contribution by Graham Hodges that explores the extent, meaning, and 
impact of slave flight during the era of the American Revolution (up 
until the final northern abolition act of New Jersey in 1804). Hodges 
argues that black self-emancipation via flight—including individual 
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actions but also the mass movements of the revolutionary Black Loyal-
ists—was the single greatest method for enslaved people to gain free-
dom in this rapidly changing political landscape. Slave flight indeed 
affected American construction of slave laws during the revolutionary 
era.
 The next three chapters, by Gordon Barker, Roy Finkenbine, and 
Matthew Pinsker, examine the legal complications and experiences 
of slave refugees in sites of both formal and semiformal freedom in 
the northern United States and Canada. Barker explores the mean-
ing of freedom for fugitive slaves in Canada West by examining the 
legal framework relating to slavery and race that emerged in what is 
now modern-day Ontario. Changes in statutory law, jurisprudence, 
and British free-soil diplomacy are addressed in this chapter, reveal-
ing the evolution of Canada West as a safe haven from which fugitive 
slaves were largely protected from slave catchers or state-sanctioned 
extradition. Finkenbine argues that the “Indian Country” of north-
western Ohio—inhabited primarily by the Shawnee, Ottawa, and Wy-
andot—provided runaway slaves with a unique space of freedom where 
fugitives on the northbound routes were frequently assisted by Native 
American communities sympathetic to their plight. Pinsker’s chapter 
reexamines the legal and sometimes violent contest between antislav-
ery and proslavery forces regarding enforcement of the federal fugitive 
slave code in the urban North. It argues that recent scholarship on this 
subject has made clearer that northern vigilance committees were re-
markably successful in pursuing various legal and political strategies on 
the ground, even in cities with strong antiblack, proslavery sentiment 
and even after passage of the draconian 1850 Fugitive Slave Act.
 The next three chapters, by Damian Alan Pargas, Viola Müller, and 
Sylviane Diouf, explore the experiences of fugitive slaves who fled to 
sites of informal freedom by remaining within the slaveholding South 
during the era of the second slavery. The chapter by Pargas broadly 
examines the experiences of fugitive slaves who fled to southern cities 
between 1800 and 1860. It touches upon themes such as the motiva-
tions for fleeing to urban areas, the networks that facilitated such flight 
attempts, and the ways in which runaway slaves navigated sites of “in-
formal freedom” after arrival in urban areas. Following up on Pargas’ 
contribution, Müller zooms in on a specific case study and focuses 
on the residential and economic integration of runaway slaves within 
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the bustling environment of antebellum Richmond, Virginia. Drawing 
from police registers, runaway slave ads, and court documents, Müller 
specifically reveals how fugitive slaves and free blacks intermingled in 
urban spaces, and how runaway slaves navigated informal freedom in 
ways similar to the migration experiences of today’s undocumented im-
migrants. The contribution by Sylviane Diouf—drawn from her recent 
monograph Slavery’s Exiles—examines the nature and prevalence of 
“borderland maroons” in the antebellum South: permanent enslaved 
runaways who created lives for themselves in the forests and swamps 
that bordered the plantations.
 The next cluster of chapters, by Kyle Ainsworth, Mekala Audain, 
and James David Nichols, all focus on the Texas–Mexican borderlands 
as spaces of formal and informal freedom for fugitive slaves from the 
U.S. South. Drawing from the Texas Runaway Slave Project database, 
Ainsworth’s chapter examines how runaways navigated the changing 
geography of slavery and freedom in that state in the antebellum period. 
It breaks new ground by placing Texas in the growing Atlantic histori-
ography of runaway slaves and by considering the impact that horses 
had on the methods of flight in the southwestern borderlands. Audain 
broadly examines the process in which runaway slaves from Texas es-
caped to Mexico in the antebellum period. Specifically, she explores 
how enslaved people learned about freedom south of the border, the 
types of supplies they gathered for their escape attempts, and the ways 
in which Texas’ vast landscape shaped their experiences. Her study ar-
gues that the routes that led fugitive slaves to freedom in Mexico were 
a part of a precarious southern Underground Railroad, but one that 
operated in the absence of formal networks or a well-organized aboli-
tionist movement. Nichols, meanwhile, argues that Mexican spaces of 
legal formal freedom did not always provide runaway slaves with full 
protection from reenslavement in practice. Focusing on Tamaulipas, 
Mexico, as a case study, he reveals how U.S. American jurisprudence 
could continue to affect Mexican space formally and informally from 
the outside, greatly troubling Mexican sovereignty in the process and 
rendering the status of fugitive slaves there insecure in practice.
 The volume ends with a fascinating chapter by Jeffrey Kerr-Ritchie, 
which examines the understudied maritime dimensions of the domes-
tic slave trade as well as slave revolt at sea. Zooming in on the 1841 
slave revolt aboard the Creole, whereby slaves destined for New Orleans 
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steered to formal freedom in the British Bahamas and claimed asylum, 
Kerr-Ritchie focuses on south-to-south fugitive slave actions at sea in 
contrast to the more familiar narrative of south-to-north over the land. 
Moreover, its examination of the Creole revolt’s international dimen-
sions differs from antebellum sectional rivalry that usually frames the 
event.
 In short, the contributions in this volume provide new continental 
perspectives on slave flight in very different spaces of freedom between 
the American Revolution and the U.S. Civil War, thereby revealing the 
differences and similarities between various beacons of freedom and in 
the process remapping the geography of slavery and freedom in North 
America in an age of important transitions.
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